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　　Abstract　　A tw o-dimensional Cellular Automata(CA)model to demonst rate the special phenomena of occupants evacuating from

f ire room is presented.A set of simple but ef fective models is proposed to investigate the ef fect of fi re smoke on route choice.The concept

of danger grade is int roduced , and occupants select the target cell according to the value of danger grade at each t ime step.Some technique

is int roduced to substitute the human intelligence , such as premedi tation.The simulation result s show that human evacuation is influenced

greatly by both human visual field and bui lding exit.

　　Keywords:　cel lular automata , fire , evacuation , danger grade , performance-based design.

　　Research on quantifying and modeling of the hu-
man movement and behavior in fi re has been carried

out for many years.The simulation models for evacu-
ation can be essentially classified into two types:
those that only consider the human movement and

those that at tempt to consider individual behavior.
Apparently , models induding many behavior details

have become a trend
[ 1-3]

.It is the underlying princi-
ples of these approaches that inf luence the model ca-
pabili ties.

1　Description of cellular automata

CA is a discrete , decentralized , and spatially ex-
tended system consist ing of large numbers of simple i-
dentical components wi th local connectivity.CA is an

alternative to differential equations to model the phys-
ical systems.Because CA models can exhibit the arti-
f icial intelligence , they are usually called the artificial

life models.

After CA was successfully used to model traf fic

flow , some researchers began to introduce it into

modeling pedest rian f low s.The models in Refs.[ 4 ～
6] are based on collective behaviors of people but not

on rules of individual behaviors.Some continuum

models such as the social force model have also simu-
lated the pedest rian dynamics successfully

[ 7 ,8]
.How-

ever , up to now , there has been lit tle research on oc-
cupant evacuation.

This paper presents CA models for simulating

the four-directional occupant evacuation in fire , in-

cluding a basic model and some ex tended models

based on it.By defining the problem of occupant e-
vacuation in fire , a rule set that is different f rom the

pedest rian-f low ing behavior in some important re-
spects is presented.

2　Model descriptions

2.1　Basic model

Basically , our model is developed to study the

crow ded , large , and open spaces.In such situations

the evacuation time depends mainly upon the response

t ime of the first occupant and the movement time of

the whole occupant population[ 9] .Our model is fo-
cused on study of the phenomena af ter all the people

start evacuating but not during the w hole evacuat ion

process.The pre-movement time will studied else-
where.Thus , we assume that all the people begin to

evacuate at the same t ime and the evacuation time

presented in this paper excludes the pre-movement

t ime.

Considering a large room with one or tw o exits ,
the basic structure of the model is a two-dimensional

g rid.Each cell is either empty or occupied by one oc-
cupant.In our basic 2D model , each cell has tw o

states:0 fo r no occupant , 1 fo r occupants w ith the

maximum velocity of 1.The size of a cell is 0.4m×
0.4m[ 10] , which is the typical space occupied by an

occupant in a dense crow d.The synchronous update

is performed for all occupants.Empirically the aver-



age velocity of an occupant in nervous can reach

1.50 m·s-1[ 8] , so the time step in our model is

0.4/1.5≈0.27 s , which is in the order of the reac-
tion time and consistent with our microscopic rules.

In order to determine each occupant ' s moving

direction , danger g rade (TD)is int roduced to de-
scribe the occupant' s knowledge of danger in the fire

room , including the posi tion danger g rade (PD)and

the fire danger g rade(FD).PD is determined by the

distance f rom the safety exit , i.e.the nearer the dis-
tance to the exi t is , the less the PD of the cell is.FD
is determined by the distance f rom the fire source , i.
e.the longer the distance f rom the fire source is , the
less the FD of the cell is.An optional stage can be

used to describe the more realistic evacuation , and we

call it the familiar stage.During this stage , occupants
are int roduced into the room to get familiar w ith the

structure and the TDs are determined.When one

w alks into a cell , he compares the cell' s TD with

those of the four adjacent cells.If the TD of the cell

he occupied now is not the minimum , TD w ill be

changed to the sum of 1 and the minimum value of

the four adjacent TDs.For example , if TD of the cell

he occupied is 5 and the minimum TD of the four ad-
jacent cells is 3 , then TD of the cell he occupied w ill

be changed to 4.Dif ferent occupants may have differ-
ent view s on the cells' TDs which depends on the exit

selected , the w alking route and the to tal t ime steps of

the familiar stage.In the evacuation stage , the route

choice of each occupant is dependent on his view on

the cells' TDs.

In CA a rule def ining the state of a cell depends

on the neighbourhood of the cell.In order to imitate

human' s intelligence , the term “premeditation” is in-
troduced , which refers to time steps the occupant

may consider in advance.In Fig .1 , the cells marked

w ith digital are those that can be considered by the

occupant in the central cell w hen he decides which ad-
jacent cell to move into.If the neighbourhood defined

in Fig.1(a)is selected , the occupant can premeditate

one time step and five cells can be considered includ-
ing the cell occupied by himself.The radius of the

neighbourhood defined in Fig .1(a ～ c)is 1 , 2 and 3 ,
respectively.Dif ferent route is selected according to

different time steps of premeditation.In Fig.1(a),
the cell w ith the TD of 7 is selected to be moved into

because this is the safest cell acco rding to one' s pre-
meditation.In Fig.1(b), the cell wi th the TD of 5

is the safest cell , so the adjacent cell w ith the TD of 8

is selected.In Fig.1(c), the cell wi th the TD of 3 is

the safest cell , so the adjacent cell w ith the TD of 9 is

selected.The rule set proposed here is not alw ay s

t rue for everyone.For example , some people w ould

no t like to consider further though he can see far e-
nough.However , fo r most of us the rule is reason-
able.Each cell' s state in the next time step depends

on the neighbourhood he selected and the TDs of the

neighbouring cells , as well as o ther facto rs such as

competit ive selection and random stop.

Fig.1.　The definit ion of neighbourhood.

There are four parallel updating stages of the set

fo r occupants in the basic model:S tage 1:For each

cell occupied , check the neighbouring cells acco rding

to the time steps he can premeditate , select a proper

cell and assign the cell to be occupied.Stage 2:For
each cell wi th more than one occupant vying , i t is

randomly assigned to be occupied by one of the viers

w ith each one having the same chance , and the o ther

occupants stay w here they are.Stage 3:Give each

person who has decided to move the probability pstay

to stay.The int roduce of p st ay is to simulate the occu-
pant' s unexpected behaviors , such as the sudden stop

fo r physical and other reasons.An experiential value ,
5%, is selected here.Stage 4:Every occupant alters

the dynamic danger g rades of all the cells if neces-
sary.

2.2　The ex tended model

The ex tended model considers more factors relat-
ed to fires than the basic model.These factors can be

introduced by many w ay s.One is the change of the

route caused by the change of the view on cells' FDs.
The o ther is the prevention of occupants f rom moving

faster , or reducing their visibility due to the harm of

fi re to them.

The ex tended model can also be developed to

simulate some interesting phenomena.Fo r example ,
because real occupants are made up of all kinds of peo-
ple , including the old and the handicapped , the occu-
pants' maximum velocit ies can be assorted into sever-
al grades.In addition , some factors can also be con-
sidered , such as how one occupant will react w hen he
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know s of the fi re , what one occupant will choose to

do w hen he is no t familiar w ith the situation , w ill he

follow a group of more people or a group of fewer peo-
ple , and so on.All these factors can be added into the

basic model to make the ex tended simulations more

practical.

3　Simulation results

Firstly , we describe the simulations of a typical

scenario , i.e.the evacuat ion f rom a large room with

one exi t , using the basic model.For simplicity , all
the occupants have the same view about the cells'
PDs unchanged during the w hole evacuation process.
Typical results of dif ferent dynamic stages using the

basic model are show n in Fig .2.The occupants are

random ly dist ributed at the time step of 0;all the oc-
cupants begin to move at the time step of 1.Fig.2(a
～ c)show the progress of the occupant dist ribution at

the time steps of 5 , 25 and 65 , and the radius of

neighbourhood is 2.It can be seen from Fig.2 that

the model is able to reasonably describe the typical

phenomena in occupant evacuation f rom a large room.

Fig.2.　Basic model' s results of the occupant' s dist ribut ion at the

time steps of(a)5 , (b)25 and(c)65.

A step fo rw ard , fire is int roduced into the room.
The relat ions between TD , PD and FD are given by

the following simple equation:TD =PD +α·FD.
The coef ficient αis determined by each occupant' s
know ledge of the danger degree of the fi re , and larger

αmeans greater danger.These data are basically ob-
tained by questionnaire survey , and the value of FD

usually varies with the spread and the decay of real

fire.In the simulation , the value of αis selected to

express the influence of fire on human and to ensure

that every one w ill be able to evacuate finally .

Fig .3(a ～ c)are the occupant distributions at

the time steps of 0 , 10 and 110 , respectively.And

the radius of neighbourhood is 2.The dark (shadow)
zone represents the f ire source , which does not

change throughout the simulation.It can be seen that

although “ evacuating f rom the nearest exit” is ap-
plied , the existence of fire forces some occupants to

move from lef t to right.Therefore , FD enables the

model to deal w ith the fi re scenario convenient ly and

reasonably.

Fig.3.　T he occupant dist ribut ions in a fi re room at the time steps

of(a)0 , (b)10 and(c)110.

3.1　Effect of human visual field on evacuation

Another scenario is considered to study the inf lu-
ence of neighbourhood radius.Premedi tation may be

affected by the smoke concentration or occupant' s in-
dividual decision.Here , two exits are separated and

the occupant density in the right half part is tw ice as

that in the lef t.I t can be seen from Fig.4 that when

the radius of neighbourhood is 1 , the occupants in the

right part do not realize the superio rity of the left

part.When the radius is larger than 1 , the utilizat ion

of the tw o exi ts is more reasonable and fewer time

steps are needed.

Fig.4.　The inf luence of premeditation(neighbourhood radius).
(a)is the initial stage of the occupant dist ribution.(b～ f)are the

dist ribut ions at the same time step of 90 w ith differen t premedita-
tion(radius)of(b)1 , (c)2 , (d)3 , (e)4 and(f)5 , respective-

ly.

Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that the number of total

t ime steps needed mostly depends on the utilization of

the tw o exi ts.When one can premeditate three time

steps , the total time steps needed are the least.Usu-
ally , i t is supposed to be more effect ive if one can se-
lect the route wi th further considerations , but it is

no t alw ays the case.By w atching the dynamic play of

the model , we find that the occupants are more active

w hen they can premedi tate more than three time
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steps.Because w hen one can see farther , it is less

possible fo r him to stay and w ai t w hen the safer adja-
cent cells are occupied.We all have such an experi-
ence that more time is needed if w e frequently move

from one exit to ano ther w hen get ting on a t rain.The
optimal value of premeditation depends on the dis-
tance between exits and the occupant dist ribution ,
etc.

Fig.5.　Total time steps needed versus the radius of neighbor-
hood.

Fig.6.　Total time steps needed versus the number of the total oc-
cupants evacuated f rom the room.

3.2　Effect of building exit on evacuation

Considering a building as show n in Fig .7 ,
which is 22m ×20 m , and the exit w idth of a , e , f
and g (Wi , i=a , e , f , g)is 2.0 m , 1.34m , 1.34m
and 0.67m , respectively.We can obtain some inter-
esting results.Table 1 gives some results for different

w idth of the exits.

Fig.7.　The arrangement of the building.

Table 1.　Evacuation under diff eren t exit w idth

Exit width of a , e , f , g
Total evacuation

time(s)

Maximum number

of people g athe red
at exit e

Wa , W e , W f , W g 112 43

Wa , We , W f , Wg+Wg 110 53

Wa , We , W f+Wg , Wg 111 52

W a , We , Wf+W g , W g+Wg 108 58

Wa , W e+W g , W f+Wg , Wg+W g 97 46

Wa , We+Wg , Wf , Wg 104 31

W a , We+Wg , W f , W g+Wg 105 41

W a , We+Wg , W f+W g , Wg 98 30

　　 It can be seen from the simulation results that if

only increasing the width of exit g or(and)f , the to-
tal evacuation time does not obviously decrease and

the number of people g athered in exit e increases.If
only increasing the w idth of exit e , the total evacua-
tion time and the number of people g athered at exi t e

decreases obviously.The total evacuat ion time does

no t change but the number of people g athered at exit

e increases if increasing the width of exi t g again.
However , if increasing the w idth of exit e and f si-
multaneously , fewer people will gather in exit e and

the total evacuation time is about the same compared

to the simultaneous increase of w idth of exit e , f , and
g.These results have demonst rated that the best

modification choice is to increase the w idth of ex it e

and f in order to optimize the evacuation measures.
Using these simulations , more appropriate number

and posi tion of the exits can be designed.

4　Conclusions

The occupant' s route choice in a fire room is of-
ten limited by the ex tent of his acquaintance w ith the

room structure and of his informat ion about the fire.
In this paper , a stochast ic cellular automaton model ,
which can consider more details of individual behav-
io rs , is proposed to simulate the occupant behavior.
The key in the model is the introduction of the danger

g rade and of an important term premeditat ion.The
main w ork we have done is as follows:(1)CA model

is successfully int roduced to simulate human evacua-
tion in f ire.(2)The concept of danger g rade is pro-
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posed to describe the occupant' s know ledge of danger

in the f ire room.(3)By varying the time steps of

premeditation , the model has expressed the interest-
ing phenomenon in daily life , that is , more time is

w asted if changing the aims too frequently under ur-
gent conditions , such as in fire.(4)Visual field , af-
fected by fire smoke , and building exit have g reat in-
f luence on human evacuation in fire.All the results

have show n that the design fo r the building exit

should pay much at tention to how to evacuate f rom

the building mo re effectively.
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